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Simmons, guitarist Abby Krizner and bassist Amy Bianco; the fourth Motorpsycho, 
Dennis Brown, is on drums. "We're all learning to anticipate each other a little 
more," says Krizner. "We can write for somebody else to sing because we know 
what our strengths are now, and we can fill in the blanks easier."

Coming of Rage changes songwriters with each track, although two songs were 
penned by all three. While each singer has distinct traits -- Bianco has the corner 
on the death-metal roar, Krizner can wail and Simmons snarls -- the end result 
follows Krizner's observation that "it sounds like it's one person writing, even 
though it's not."

Simmons offers a more concise evaluation of the current disc: "Technically, on 
the first CD, there's one guitar and one singer. On the second CD, there's two 
guitars and three singers," she says, laughing, "On this CD, there's two really 
good guitar players and three really good singers. It's better evolved." 

In fact, the new album adds more weight to the sound, since the band, which 
normally tunes its instruments one note below standard tuning, drops down even 
further for four of the 10 songs. But the Motorpsychos aren't content with simply 
pummeling listeners with the brute force of a low-C chord. Most of the songs 
contain melodic twists and turns that add depth and kick to the searing metal 
leads and double-bass drum fills. "Powerdrive" and "Monster" prove that terms 
like "heavy" and "catchy" don't have to be mutually exclusive.

The lyrics of "Matriarch" touch on an issue the band still deals with after years of 
performances: being prejudged on the basis of gender. "You play like a girl, you 
drive like a girl, you punch like a girl ... Forgive the ignorant tradition / based on 
a dimly lit time / It's not an insult when / it's taken at face." Bianco, who wrote 
the song, explains: "It's so ingrained that people say that, and they honestly 
mean that as a compliment without thinking about what they just said." She 
adds, "Besides, there are professional women boxers who would knock you on 
your ass. So it's not an insult to say, 'You punch like a girl.'"

More often than not, the band says that skeptics who expect to hear a pop-punk 
girl band are quickly won over when the group starts a set. "People do stand near 
the stage and, when they've never heard you before, they expect you to suck and 
they can't wait until you start to suck because you're proving them right," Krizner 
says. "I think we've proven them wrong because we have a sound that's more 
aggressive and that's not anticipated for females. It's more of an inherent male 
thing to get up there and start screaming and pounding."

Simmons recalls sharing a bill with a female band that was heavy on style and yet 
light on substance, dressing sharp and playing three-chord rock with chirpy 
vocals. "They came up to us after [our set] and the girl said, 'Oh, I'm going to 
start taking guitar lessons.'"
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Motorpsychos CD Release, with Broadzilla and Mojo Filter. 10 p.m. Sat., Jan. 31. 
31st Street Pub, 3101 Penn Ave., Strip District. 412-391-8334 or www.31stpub.
com
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